
Arity PreQual®

: Reduce the potential of collisions when drivers apply

: Use risk predictions to screen drivers

:  Set risk-based pricing strategies

:  Work with insurers to adjust pricing at quote

Our models are built on 85+ years of historical  
claims data with associated driver data. As loss  
modeling experts, we know which types of drivers  
result in different incidents. Take advantage of  
our driver risk insights - such as cost and accident  
likelihood - before anyone even drives a mile on  
your platform.

BENEFITS THE ARITY DIFFERENCE

Find out how  
Arity PreQual 
has been used to  
lower insurance  
premiums by 20%

Leverage unmatched data to screen drivers for better  
returns - before anyone drives on your platform.

Ready to learn more?
Contact Derek Beckmann at derek.beckmann@arity.com  
or visit arity.com/mobility to download our case study.



Ready to learn more?
Contact Derek Beckmann at derek.beckmann@arity.com

Fleet Utilization

Protect your cars,  
drivers, and business 
with insights 
beyond tracking

Insights on how each driver, vehicle, trip,  
and incident relates to potential claims

: Respond faster with real-time collision detection 

: Identify how each driver affects your vehicles 

:  Avoid paying for vehicle damages that happened off 
your platform 

:  Facilitate claims handling by providing data on activity 
before and after an impact

Arity is the only data and analytics company  
combining 85+ years of claims with associated  
driving data. By adding over 10+ years of experience 
collecting data from connected cars, our insights  
focus on how vehicle activity and driving behavior  
affect accidents, damages, and your bottom line.

BENEFITS THE ARITY DIFFERENCE



 
 
 

Arity Period TaggingSM  

Ready to learn more?
Contact Derek Beckmann at derek.beckmann@arity.com

Learn what’s  
happening  
on and off  
your platform

Analyze how driving behavior and incidents  
vary in each driving period

: Increase driver retention

: Report incidents by period

: Facilitate claims reconciliation

: Optimize commercial coverage

Arity is the only data and analytics company combining 
85+ years of claims with associated driving data.
With analytics on incidents and driving risk by period, 
understand the implications of how a driver’s activity on 
and off your platform affect insurance premiums and 
claims costs.

BENEFITS THE ARITY DIFFERENCE



—Grady Irey, Senior VP, Arity Data Science

“We see these findings as a first step and catalyst  
to connect more mobility providers with insurance  
carriers and be confident that their drivers will be  
safe and good custodians of vehicles.”

As commercial drivers carry more risk given the  
nature of their trips, subscription providers like 
Clutch’s customers can end up with prohibitively 
high insurance costs.

Clutch and Arity agreed to work together to use  
Arity PreQual to predict and manage individual  
driving risk before a potential driver hits the road.

THE CHALLENGE

OUR APPROACH

THE RESULT

Ready to learn more?
Contact Derek Beckmann at derek.beckmann@arity.com  
or visit arity.com/casestudies-clutch to download the white paper.

Case Study: Arity PreQual®  

Arity and Clutch Technologies partnered to change 
the way insurers evaluate the risk of vehicle  
subscription drivers,  helping companies accurately 
assess risk and lower commercial insurance pricing.

Clutch has helped car subscription providers 
achieve up to 20 percent reduction in premiums 
since incorporating Arity PreQual into their risk 
management technology.

Clutch has helped car subscription providers 
achieve up to 20 percent reduction in premiums 
since incorporating Arity PreQual into their risk 
management technology


